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Chapter 1 

The day after the would-be cork God, Ballington Cork’s, departure from the Museum 

of Future Technology… 

 

…it would have been reasonable enough to assume that the day would be both quiet and 

contemplative, with (hopefully) not a care in the (futuristic) world, and some busy 

turnstiles at the main entrance to generate some corporate income. It started well 

enough that RoboSecGua left EvilRoboSecGua alone to watch over the quiescent 

security suite… 

 



But fifteen minutes into its shift, EvilRoboSecGua was interrupted the arrival of the 

FuRoboSecGuas (or Future Robot Security Guards, as was their full nomenclature) 

from the future. … 

 

The obsidian servomechanism turned in alarm. With a squeal of cybernetic fear, it 

found itself backed up against the main scanner… 

 

The RoboSecGuas of the Museum of Future Technology had suffered a chequered past 

with the more powerful FuRoboSecGuas, and EvilRoboSecGua feared the worst. 

“Whadda ya want?” It snarled. “I thought we’d seen the last of you, you rotten swine!” 

“Calm yourself.” Red Five spoke gently. “We come with parting gifts. Follow us.” 

EvilRoboSecGua took a moment to consider its response. Parting and farting were 

distinguishable only by the first letter of the word. Could it be that Red Five had 

inadvertently mispronounced the word ‘parting’? It seemed unlikely - after all, the 

mean red device was its superior in every way – except for the size of its nose of course. 

EvilRoboSecGua decided to tag along and play it by ear... 



 

It was somewhat surprised to be taken to the RoboSecGua proving ground. It was even 

more surprised to come face to nose with a pink RoboSecGua… 

 

“What do you think?” Red Five enquired. 

“It looks a tad feminine.” EvilRoboSecGua replied honestly. 

Red Five would have chuckled, had it not been an emotionless automaton from the 

future. “It’s a gender specific security guard.” The aerodynamic robot explained. “This 

one’s for girls. It’s called GirRoboSecGua.” 

“Lovely.” EvilRoboSecGua replied caustically. “What the heck am I supposed to say?” 

“Nothing.” Red Five responded with a slightly disappointed tone in its mechanical 

voice. “Just follow me.” 

Moments later… 



 

“Now that’s more like it.” A relieved EvilRoboSecGua said. “A quasi-military guard – 

and in robust T.W.I.T colours too!” 

But there was more… 

 

“Yes,” Red Five reacted to EvilRoboSecGua’s unspoken exclamation. “It’s an arctic 

conditions guard – for when the museum experiences extreme cold spells or mini ice-

ages.” 

EvilRoboSecGua would have responded, but it was too slow in the oral department: 

things had moved on again… 



 

“Holy heck,” EvilRoboSecGua exploded, “it’s all silvery – like an oh-so-superior 

mechanical android!” 

It just had to take a closer look… 

 

“Oh my cyber-god.” It exclaimed. “It has go-faster stripes on the sides. It must roll like 

the wind. I love it, love it, and love it!” 

But even this wasn’t the finale of what was quickly turning into a wonderful show for 

the former rogue security guard… 

 



“A biological android RoboSecGua.” Red Five explained. “Or BioAnRoboSecGua for 

short. We know how you security guys are bothered by the way those types of androids 

mimic real earplugs.” 

“Yeah.” EvilRoboSecGua agreed. “They even have emergency back-up stomachs. I 

can’t stand dealing with them. I always delegate.” 

“I’d noticed.” Red Five replied. “Now tell me: is there any other type of security guard 

that you might find useful?” 

EvilRoboSecGua took a moment to think. And a moment was all that it took. “Sand 

really yanks my chain.” It answered. “How about a desert RoboSecGua?” 

Red Five didn’t say anything: instead he instructed that a screen be pulled aside… 

 

But it did add: “And there’s even a bright yellow one that blows ghastly, snot-like paste 

out of its olfactory array to ensnare miscreants.” 

 



Well if it was possible for EvilRoboSecGua to be thrilled - that would pretty much 

describe how the matt-black mechanical life-form felt at that moment. “Can I head a 

parade of them through the museum?” It asked. 

“You can do whatever you want.” Red Five answered. “All these new-model 

RoboSecGuas are now the property of the Museum of Future Technology. So if it’s all 

right with you, we’ll sod off back to the future now.” 

So a minute and a half later… 

 

“Cripes,” a group of impressed earplugs exclaimed, “we’re impressed upon at least 

seventeen levels of impressedness!” 

Soon EvilRoboSecGua led its new ‘team’… 

 

…to an automobile-like photo shoot… 



 

Magnuss, Miles, and Chester, who had formed a temporary mag-lift biker gang, 

watched them pass by… 

 

…and raced off to spread the great news far and wide… 

 



Chapter 2 

That hoped-for quiet and contemplative day was ruined further when the curators of 

the Museum of Future Technology received a message from (the popular children’s TV 

character) Aquaplug's dresser, Clive, and his best friend (and a certainty for the role of 

prime minister had Ballington Cork ruled the museum as planned) Benjamin D'isaster, 

reporting that the Café Puke had been transformed into a primitive cave dwelling 

whilst they had been taking a stroll to the pastry shop... 

 

Almost simultaneously reports of a missing mag-lift train came in on the public feed... 

 

But confirmation of the curator's worst fears came when the museum’s End Cap 

Avatar and its android assistant, produced a photograph of themselves standing beside 

(what could only be) a fresh rend in the fabric of space/time... 



 

"Bummer." Cushions Smethwyke was heard to say, "Let's call an emergency meeting 

with the museum's avatar." 

So they did... 

 

It didn't take long for a decision to be made: "Right then," Cheerful Charlie Chopsticks 

announced, "Clearly the PO9 2LY is only partially successful at dampening Time 

Storms. Time to get the hell out of here pronto methinks." 

"But where will you go?" The Avatar asked through her perpetual and dazzling smile. 

"Anywhere but here." Widderspoon Flange answered upon Charlie's behalf. 

Any further conversation was interrupted by a telegraph message. Winston Gloryhole 

could only stare straight ahead with a fixed half-smile when he read it... 

 



He'd learned that the corridor that led directly to the main entrance no longer existed. 

Now a volcano filled that space. That left only one avenue of escape open for the 

inhabitants of the Museum of Future Technology. And it was an avenue so extreme that 

no one wanted to talk about. 

"Group hug, everybody." Betty Barcode suggested. 

 

She then added: "It's no good: we'll have to go to the Future Museum of Mars!" 

When news of this decision became public knowledge, pandemonium reigned. It was the 

zombie population who were first to organise themselves. Borrowing the curator's 

meeting room, they met in secret session... 

 

"It's not much fun being dead in a live world." Raj said to the assembled elders. "It 

would be a hell of a lot less fun being dead on a dead world like Mars!" 



Nobody argued with this, so it was agreed that the zombies would remain behind when 

everyone else vacated the premises; though Mary and Cyclops had their doubts when 

the cemetery became transformed into a jungle rather abruptly by a mini time storm... 

 

There was, of course, an alternative to traveling to Mars. It was the Portal of 

Everywhere, which was a wonderful device that could transport an earplug to anywhere 

in the galaxy, just as long as it appeared in the open doorway and the earplug was quick 

enough to jump through… 

 

"Look!" Cried an enthusiastic Angel with a Huge Nose. "It's a lovely ramshackle 

farmstead - probably on a world that has reached the technological equivalent of our 

own Wild West of the eighteenth century."  



Some among the crowd smiled politely; but there were no takers… 

 

"Well what about this?" She said as a town appeared in the doorway… 

 

But it was too difficult for the crowd to see any details: her heavenly glow diffused the 

image too much. 

"That's rubbish, that is." Someone was heard to shout above the grumble of discontent. 

"Next!" 

Angel recalled the last time that she'd tried to coerce frightened museum dwellers into 

using the Portal of Everywhere. That time they'd chosen to face the onslaught of an End 

Cap invasion from hyperspace, rather than hop into the multi-dimensional escape pod. 

Upon a secret signal, the museum's Avatar joined her... 

 



"Gosh, what could this be?" She exclaimed enthusiastically. "It looks like a verdant 

garden." 

"Don't give us that nonsense." Mister Pong growled. "That's a poxy jungle - full of 

venomous snakes and bitey spiders. Move on."  

 

The next scene showed some huge flowers… 

 

"By the Lord Barry," Shakespearean actor, Brian Blasted erupted, "it's a world of 

giants!" 

 

"We'd get stomped." Wolfgang, the maintenance engineer, complained. 

The next image showed a world of ice and snow... 



 

"Gosh, what fun we would have tossing snowballs at each other all day." The Avatar 

said in desperation. “What fun!” 

"We could shove them down the back of our underpants too." Angel added unhelpfully.  

"Ice-age." Police Constable Salisbury Wilts (who was so disgruntled that he'd cast aside 

his regulation police helmet) said. "Been there: done that: the t-shirt's in my bottom 

drawer." 

 

Clearly Angel's and Avatar's cause was hopeless, so they invited everyone to join them 

in the Great Hall. There, with the help of the Cemetery Avatar and Montagu, they 

planned to display slide-show images of the Future Museum of Mars! 

 



"I was hoping for a better turn out." The Angel with the Huge Nose whispered to 

Montagu and the two avatars. 

"Start the slide-show." Avatar instructed her. "That'll get the tardy bleeder's backsides 

into gear quickly enough. They'll come running to see it – you wait and see!” 

So Angel clicked a button - and this image appeared huge upon the chancel wall... 

 

"Behold." the Avatar shouted above the resulting tumult. "The Future Museum of 

Mars!" 

 

Well after that every earplug within earshot began crowding into the Great Hall... 



 

"Would you like to know how big it is?" the Cemetery Avatar inquired. 

The crowd did, but when Montagu read out the figures, they were so vast that some 

simply couldn't comprehend their enormity. Others fainted with the effort... 

 

...including Prince Bucky. 

The Avatar thought it wise to show the more earplug-sized interior of the vast edifice. 

She chose first the unfurnished private accommodation modules... 



 

"As you can clearly see,” she announced, “the rooms can be decorated... 

 

...in the colour of your choice." Angel informed the assembled earplug horde. "Just as 

long as it’s Shiny silver, Earth blue or Martian red." 

 



The Cemetery Avatar spoke once more: "You'll probably find the red a little 

disturbing. You're probably likely to wake up screaming at least an hour before your 

alarm clock goes off." She advised. "And the Earth blue will make you feel desperately 

homesick." 

"But," Angel interrupted, "the silver is pleasantly neutral, and the walls reflect your 

image almost perfectly - except in the corners - the angle of which will make your 

insubstantial nose look huge and bloated." 

“And don’t even think about studying your buttocks from behind.” Montagu added. 

“The shock could scar you for life!” 

The crowd weren't sure how best to take this last morsel of information - but it certainly 

brought Prince Bucky out of his self-imposed catatonia... 

 

"That's the one for me." He announced. "Show us some more stuff." 

The Avatar knew now that she had her audience hooked. She moved quietly on: "Meet 

the Future Museum of Mars' sole curator - Frisby Mumph.” She said… 

 



“Here he's doing something to something else with his somewhat non compos mentis 

End Cap assistant Badgerlilly. And here's a shot of him outside the dome - actually 

standing upon the Martian surface!" 

 

"Why is he wearing a skin-tight pressure suit?" Someone in the audience asked. 

Another picked up on this - and spoke above the general hub-bub: "What - aint they 

got no air to breathe on Mars?" 

In reply Angel clicked for the next slide. "This is Mister Mumph aboard his 

terraforming machine." She explained. "With this technological wonder from the 

future, he's slowly transforming the entire planet into something fit for earplugs to live 

on. And he's doing it singled handed too!" 

 

"That's bleeding wonderful," Vic, the former zombie, called out. "But are we to assume 

that it is a work in progress - or is Frisby Mumph in the skin-tight pressure suit 

business – and duly models them at every opportunity?" 



"Further," Vic's friend (and former zombie too), Bob, added, "can it be taken as a 

general rule that skin-tight pressure suits will be mandatory whilst outside the main 

building itself – whether, or not, purchased from this Mumph character?"    

"Oh I do hope so." Vanilla Redbush - the Museum of Future Technology's sole washer-

woman - squealed. "I can take my impressive wash basin and wire brush to clean 

them!" 

Angel clicked on to the next picture... 

 

"No," Angel answered both Vic and Bob. "Mister Mumph must continue to wear his 

suit, even though the Martian air now contains some oxygen, because he has an 

unfortunate condition that precludes the insertion of oxygen-rich suppositories into his 

bottom. Without these suppositories, the air alone cannot sustain an earplug for more 

than a few hours. So, just to be on the safe side, he wears his suit twenty-four hours a 

day." 

"Here are a couple of pictures that feature him before the museum was complete and 

airtight." The Avatar said in an attempt to alleviate the crowd's morbid curiosity 

engendered by the thought of Frisby Mumph's problems.... 

 



… “And look how charming the Martian Red can look.” 

 

She then smiled sweetly... 

 

...and said: "What else would you like to see?" 

Well the crowd wasted no time on thinking or using their internal filters: they said: 

"How are we getting there?" 

At which point Angel clicked her 'clicker' again. "By riding aboard the biggest 

spaceship ever built by earplugs." She bellowed proudly. "Ship Number Fifteen!" 

 



And the crowd were as pleased as punch... 

 

Chapter 3 

Frisby Mumph had lived upon Mars for longer than he cared to recall; but all-in-all, he 

concluded readily enough, he really had enjoyed his time upon the red planet; and his 

task of bringing a dead world to life was a constant inspiration to him. During his 

tenure as curator of the Future Museum of Mars he'd driven millions of kilometres in 

various models of terraformers, and he never tired of the monotony… 

 

Sure there'd been plenty of those pesky sandstorms to interrupt his important work… 

 



And there was that really annoyingly long tunnel... 

 

...that required traversing every damned time he needed to bring the terraformer in for 

servicing... 

 

And all those dratted exterior walkways that needed the sand shovelling off them in the 

wake of the aforementioned sandstorms... 

 



And there was the constant fretting about the water supply... 

 

Despite scientist's assertions that there was an abundance of frozen water locked into 

the sub-surface rocks, Mumph had never been able to acquire more than a few 

thousand litres at any one time, and he worried about a future when others would live 

with him in the vast edifice. And there was the loneliness too. Sometimes he found 

himself sitting at the communications panel... 

 

...listening to messages that he'd left for himself. 

There were also times when he became grim at the thought of the mighty construction 

going to waste... 

 

There was just so much room inside it! And there were times when a kind of madness 

overcame him, and he drove his go-sled at suicidal speeds through the unused and 

superfluous slurry channels.... 



 

But now, as he looked out of the reinforced window at yet another sandstorm... 

 

...he recalled the early days, working with his faithful FuRoboSecGua, Tangerine... 

 

"Oh, Tangerine," he'd wailed through a fixed grimace, "what a terrible task we have 

before us!" 

And Tangerine had replied: "Affirmative. Roger that. It’s a swine, isn't it?" 

But he'd bent to the task, and success upon success flowed for Frisby Mumph - like a 

mountain stream - growing deeper and wider with the passage of time - until he found 

he could smile properly again... 
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...especially when he discovered he could grow hardy plants outside the museum's shiny 

shell... 

 

He smiled at the thought that one day he might grow an entire lawn of hardy plants... 

 



...and decorate it with the fossilised remains of huge aquatic animals from Mars' distant 

past... 

 

But he sometimes worried about how he might react to meeting real live Martians – and 

what they might look like... 

 

He also worried about the long-term welfare of his former assistant, Badgerlilly... 

 



...who had been obsessed with bringing Mars to life by introducing earth microbes to 

the Martian environment via her used teabags and coffee granules. And how, whenever 

Mumph's back was turned, Badgerlilly would gaze lovingly at her supposed 

'creations'… 

 

"Mad.” Mumph said to himself. “Quite mad." 

Yet, strangely, he wondered if Badgerlilly's idea might have had some credence; 

especially after the incessant sandstorms... 

 

...had scattered those tiny potential packets of proto-life far and wide, across the 

merciless Martian plains. 

Whilst Frisby Mumph had been ruminating, he'd also been walking, and as he returned 

his attention to the moment, he discovered that he'd wandered on to the rocky outcrop 

that overlooked the incongruous-looking museum upon the plain below... 

 



He was a little concerned at his lack of attention: there was, after all, no one to come to 

his aid, should he take a tumble. There was also the matter of his oxygen supply. With 

his inability to use oxy-suppositories, he was totally dependent upon the air supply in his 

suit. 

"Your health problem might be the death of you." He said to himself, in only half-jest, 

as he turned to leave... 

 

He was in the process of negotiating a simple gully on his return journey, when 

Tangerine appeared unexpectedly... 

 

Mumph was surprised, and not a little concerned: it usually took a life-threatening 

emergency to get his FuRoboSecGua out of the comfort of the main building. And it 

wasn't for no good reason that Tangerine disliked the outside world: it was coloured red 

upon a red planet: if it were to get lost, it was likely that no one would ever spot it… 

 



"Mister Mumph." It yelled cybernetically as it raced up the slope to meet the curator. 

"There's a call for you. It’s from Earth!" 

Naturally Frisby Mumph had raced all the way back to the museum building to take the 

call. The message itself had been brief and succinct. Moments after hanging up he 

looked past the com-panel at Tangerine... 

 

"Flipping heck, Tange," he said almost disbelievingly, "they're evacuating the Museum 

of Future Technology. More significant, for us at least, is the news that everyone is 

coming here!" 

Tangerine thoughtfully remained silent as Mumph's mind wandered the many empty 

apartments of their museum. He wondered how the hell he was supposed to furnish 

them in time…  

 

Fixing his gaze upon his mechanical help, he cried plaintively: "Just how do they expect 

me to have this vast emporium ready, Tange?"  

For Tangerine there could be only one answer that might pass its metaphorical lips: 

"You're gonna need help." It replied. "You're gonna have to take Badgerlilly out of 

suspended animation." 
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"Badgerlilly?" Mumph exclaimed woefully. "But she's a complete looney. Apart from 

making tea in the Martian desert, what is she actually good for?" 

"She's very good at shifting sideboards, nailing up light fittings, and making beds." 

Tangerine reminded his earplug master. 

This was just the sort of news that gave impetus to Frisby Mumph's thoughts and acts. 

He went directly to the cryogenic chamber and switched it off... 

 

A while later Badgerlilly emerged.... 

 



"Hi." She said to the others as she shook herself warm once more. "Wasn't I in there a 

long time! I really, really need a pee now: where's the nearest toilet?" 

Chapter 4 

There wasn't a person present in the Museum of Future Technology who wasn't aware 

that the building would soon be evacuated. Many of them sought out friends with whom 

to discuss the situation. Two of them were Magnuss Earplug and his dimension-hopping 

girlfriend, Hair-Trigger Provost. In fact they discussed the subject at such length that 

they were forced to stop by a water fountain to quench their subsequent and desperate 

thirst. There they met unexpectedly with the Angel with a Huge Nose... 

 

Hair-Trigger knew well of the earlier romantic link between Magnuss and Angel, so she 

made a discrete departure. Once they were alone Angel told Magnuss that she would 

not make the trip to the presumed safety of Mars. Magnuss was shocked at the news. In 

fact it made him gag with horror and fear that Angel would become a victim of some 

mindless and random time storm… 

 



But Angel assuaged his fear by doing this... 

 

"But Magnuss," Angel said in a spirited tone, "I'm an angel: time storms will simply 

bounce off my divinity and leave me unharmed." 

Magnuss wasn't convinced by his former girlfriend's assertion. He said as much. 

Angel's reaction to his doubt was by doing this... 

 

...which surprised Magnuss, but didn't entirely convince him. So she did this... 



 

...which most definitely did convince Magnuss that she was indeed a proper angel, 

because he knew just how slippery and unsupportive the museum ceiling could get... 

"After all," he thought to himself as he stood there with his mouth wide open... 

 

..."who, but an angel, could stick themselves to the ceiling - using nothing more than the 

simple technique of flapping their wings like an idiot - and the naturally occurring 

grippy-ness of woollen knickers?” 

 



"See you again, when it's all over." She called after him. “Love and kisses." 

Shortly after Magnuss' shameful flight from the presence of his old flame, the first of 

the female evacuees were being allowed to board the Mars ship... 

 

Naturally they were allowed to take their precious pet Plugmutts with them. Yu-Wah 

Pong was most upset about this. "But I haven't got a Plugmutt." She complained. "I'm 

allergic to them. I should be allowed to take my boyfriend, Rudi Earplug, with me 

instead." 

But she need not have worried because the male earplugs were boarding at another 

airlock on the opposite side of the gigantic vessel... 

 



"After you." Magnuss said to anyone who would listen. He was certain that (because of 

his infamous motion-sickness) he was about to suffer the most God-awful space sickness 

in history - once the craft hit orbit at least. "I want a place near the toilet." He added. 

Because earplug management was fundamentally racist, other types of earplug - like the 

Spindlies - were being ushered in via a third airlock, by biological androids... 

 

And rubber bungs, who were trapped in the museum by the volcano in the foyer, were 

being treated quite shabbily by having to wait an eternity to force themselves through 

doorways that were too low for them... 

 

And as regards to the end cap contingent... 



 

...well they had to find their own way in at the victuals and livestock airlock. 

The last to board, though, was the security squad… 

 

"Thank you very much indeed." They said sarcastically to Wonky as they passed. "We 

don't pass gas: we really didn't need that insulting signage." 

Unsurprisingly K'plank the Space Wanderer and Auntie Doris chose to use their own 

spacecraft... 



 

...which pleased Wonky no end. 

"I thought you might." He said. "I've had it fully fuelled up; some fresh toilet paper 

placed on the rollers; and your harmonium stowed in bubble wrap-filled cardboard box 

inside the trunk." 

More surprisingly Cray-Zee turned down a seat. Well actually he didn't: what 

happened was that he and his sister, Gray-Vee, had arrived too late, and all the airlocks 

were sealed. He wasn't fazed though… 

 

"Hey, Gray-Vee," he said quite cheerfully, "we aint the sort of guys who squeeze into 

massive space vessels with a whole bunch of normal dudes: we should do our own 

thing.”  

"You got my vote, brother dear." The hoped-for response came. "When did you gain 

your pilot's licence? 



Meanwhile, at the main entrance, the Robot Ticket Collectors had locked up, and now 

stood in the way of anyone foolish enough to enter the Museum of Future Technology... 

 

An ugly crowd of even uglier wannabe customers formed in the street outside... 

 

"Let us in,” They chanted, “you scum-sucking deviant servo-mechanisms!"  

In response, the Robot Ticket Collectors barred the door... 

 



...but maintained their pleasant demeanour and cheesy smiles. But it didn't do any 

good... 

 

...The crowd merely called them rat-faced slime-balls, and threatened to knock their 

hats off. So they did this... 

 

They reactivated a fearsome Sentinel Robot, and installed an atomic cannon. But the 

name calling continued unabated; and it was certain that violence would soon erupt 

among those who desperately wanted (and had paid good money) to see the futuristic 

exhibits inside the building. Then the Robot Ticket Collector in the grey hat had the 

brilliant idea of erecting an explanatory notice that mentioned terrifying Time Storms 

prominently.... 

 



Then, moments after digesting the facts, the crowd ran away in horror - as fast as their 

tiny feet could carry them. And finally everyone on the door could relax. 

Chapter 5 

As all this nastiness came to a close, the trip to Mars had begun. Ship Number Fifteen 

climbed skyward upon a visible column of energized super-neutrinos... 

 

At its heart the neutrino drive blazed powerfully... 
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Then, just a split second later, Ship Number Fifteen smashed through the sound barrier 

as if it were made of rice paper and balsa wood - held together by spit and a length of 

baling string... 

 

Naturally, in the Control Room Captain Horatio Noseblower kept the crew at Blue 

Alert... 

 

He was confident that every officer aboard were competent; but he liked to keep them 

on their toes. "Left hand down a bit." He instructed the helmsplug. 

Meanwhile, in the Engine Room, the curators had several captured end cap hyperspace 

engineers well employed… 



 

 

"We need another fifteen Zurgoids of lift." One unnamed engineer shouted to another 

nobody. 

"You got it, baby." The reply came from the anonymous engineer responsible for 

Zurgoid manipulation. 

Elsewhere inside the vast vessel, the passengers crowded around a multitude of large 

wall-mounted view screens, so they could watch developments in real-time... 

 



"Ooh, look at him." Some of the elderly females would remark about the captain. "Pert 

pecs or what!" 

Naturally the curators had their own Control Suite - from where they could monitor 

every facet of the magnificent interplanetary craft - and the activities of both crew and 

passengers too... 

 

And so, to those watching from the ground, it wasn't long before Ship Number Fifteen 

became nothing more than an amorphous blob in the sky... 

 

…before disappearing from view entirely. The journey to Mars had begun! 

But as the mighty Mars ship broke free from the constraints of Earth's atmosphere, the 

curators grew nervous... 
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...as it passed through the potentially dangerous Van Driver radiation belt... 

 

The radiation belt’s strange glow suffused the Control Room... 



 

...and made Number Fifteen look all weird... 

 

Then the ship, its crew, and the plethora of passengers were free of gravity's relentless 

grip. Together they had plunged into free space... 

 



Now that the journey proper had begun, and speeds could increase exponentially, the 

curators took the opportunity to congratulate themselves... 

 

"Congratulations." They would say to each other. 

"Yeah, and congratulations to you too." Others would reply. "Aren't we absolutely 

bloody marvellous! I'm so glad that I'm me and we’re us; I'd hate to be one of the 

proletariat in the passenger compartment: they're not clever at all. Dullards - every one 

of them. Not like us!" 

Now that the ship was unlikely to go crashing back to Earth in a thunderous fireball of 

destruction, even the Control Room crew could begin to relax - and Captain Noseblower 

clambered down from his work station, and went for a tinkle... 

 



The reason why the bridge crew were able to relax so soon after take-off was because 

they had relinquished control, to the Engine Room crew, of the next phase of the 

journey. Because it was they and they alone, who had the required expertise to make the 

jump into hyper-speed… 

 

"Look at that neutrino drive." One of the end caps said to another. "Aint it pretty!" 

Before anyone could respond, the ship's inevitable attitude transition began... 

 

It was one of the most precise manoeuvres that the ship would ever make. If the 

mathematics were off by a fraction of a decimal point, most likely everyone aboard 

could be lost in the ether of eternity forever! It was a fear-filled, adrenalin-fuelled 

moment. Transition carried great mystery within the average earplug's psyche. No one 

knew what the heck it was. As the fabric of the advanced machine creaked and groaned 

beneath the impossible demands asked of it. People looked about themselves nervously 

and with speculative mind-sets... 



 

It seemed, to many, that the pleasant gallows mural on the wall behind them was almost 

ironic. Then, as the geometry of the ship altered for hyper-speed, the distant stars 

themselves began to quiver... 

 

Cushions Smethwyke's vast array of teeth began chattering as she stood atop a 

meaningless control console... 

 



Then, as she quaked in her sling-backs, the ship leapt to hyper-speed.... 

 

And within seconds (to a distant observer) became a suffuse blur... 

 

This was the signal for K'plank and Auntie Doris to launch their saucer... 

 



In next to no time the Space Wanderer had re-joined his natural environment: the 

vacuum of space... 

 

Cray-Zee - having figured out which of the many knobs on the dashboard meant 'Go' - 

quickly followed... 

 

And despite his ineptitude with the complicated central control – or Flying Stick, as it 

was better known to space pilots... 



 

...Cray-Zee soon joined K'plank in outer space... 

 

Aboard Ship Number fifteen, all seemed to be going swimmingly... 

 



But, without advanced warning, the Instant Calamity sirens began to wail as the 

Forward Scanner shone vaguely red... 

 

The curators picked it up too... 

 

Oblivious to the dreadful truth, they crowded around to watch... 



 

Only inside the Control Room did anyone recognise the identity of the threat... 

 

"Argh." They cried as one. "Meteoroids. And on an intercept course too!" 

Disturbingly, for all aboard, the ship's computer chose to relay the image to every 

screen within the vast vessel... 

 



"Whoo." An appreciative, but essentially ignorant, audience gushed. "Nice grouping." 

The curators were less impressed…  

 

Those who could joined Cushions in the illusory safety of the console top… 

 

"Mind the teeth. Mind the teeth!" She screamed in alarm. "They cost me a flaming 

fortune!" 

Luckily someone in the Control Room discovered sufficient wisdom and self-control to 

hit the space brakes; then swerve like flipping heck... 

 



And the end cap engineers displayed their courage when they threw in the last ergs of  

Zurgoid power... 

 

"But the radiation!" One of them cried in alarm. 

"Yeah." Another agreed. "We'll all get fried!" 

Whether that statement was true or not, the passengers cared not one jot. They merely 

stared in abject horror at their imminent doom - even if it was from a slightly different 

angle and perspective… 

 



But just when it seemed that all was lost, and a collision was inevitable, a hero stepped 

up to the mark. Captain Horatio Noseblower elected to use the completely experimental, 

and potentially explosive, Anti-Meteoroid Gun... 

 

So, using nothing but his gut, the seat of his pants, dead reckoning, and a super-

advanced scanner, he fired a single shot. The result? An internal explosion and a dirty 

great wound in the ship’s hull… 

 

Fortunately for all aboard - and the success of the mission - the reactive force of the 

explosion deflected Ship Number Fifteen just enough to avoid the meteoroids, which 

missed it by a fraction and raced away into interstellar space. So everyone breathed a 

huge sigh of relief: then rushed to the toilet. 



Chapter 6 

Following the excitement of the meteoroid intercept, life aboard Ship Number Fifteen 

settled down and took on a more relaxed stance. In the case of Eco-Girl... 

 

...her personal form of relaxation took place upon the Personality Wave Generator, 

which was a machine that perfectly matched earplug personality waves - much like the 

'Love Machine' that Valentine and Wah-Hey used in the late and very lamented 

Eyewash Station exhibit. The extremely famous actor and former screen idol, Sir 

Dodger Muir fancied a go too. Amazingly the machine indicated that his personality 

matched Eco-Girl's to the nth degree… 

 



"I say, young lady," Sir Dodger said, as Eco-Girl joined him upon the device... 

 

..."I may be old enough to be your great grandfather, and I may have creaky knees and 

wheezy breathing that sounds like a threadbare accordion; but I'd wager that we're a 

perfect couple. Now what would you say to a nice bottle of claret, a basket of spicy 

sausage rolls, and perhaps a boogie-oogie-oogie in the ship’s disco?" 

Elsewhere a family of rubber bungs considered their place in the cosmos through a 

daringly stylistic (and vaguely gothic) viewing port... 

 



"Apart from the bright dots, it's very dark out there, George." Mrs Rubber Bung 

opined. 

At a less interesting (architecturally at least) circular viewing port, Baron 

Frankincense’s monsters were wondering what vacuum smelt like… 

 

Fortunately the window was of the non-opening variety. 

The Plugmutts couldn't have given a darn about observing the limitless expanse of the 

galaxy: they just liked running around; yapping like morons; sniffing each other’s rear 

ends; and attempting to pee in places that were not allowed…. 

 



The windows also proved popular with a certain curator who, tired of watching monitor 

screens, wanted to look at eternity through unadorned and naked eyes.... 

 

That curator was Cushions Smethwyke. On this occasion her reverie was interrupted by 

the sound of a mag-lift motorcycle drawing to a halt behind her. Turning around she 

was greeted by the sight of the most eligible divorcee aboard ship... 

 

"Hey, Cushions, baby." Hunting Provost drawled from the seat of his powerful steed. 

"How about I take you for a ride?" 

Cushions well-remembered the last time he'd made that offer: but she wondered where, 

upon a space ship, the bounty hunter could ride a mag-lift motorcycle - without causing 

consternation, mayhem, pain, and anguish. Naturally she accepted his kind invitation... 



 

Most of the passengers, though, carried on as normal, and only occasionally looked up 

at the transparent ceiling of the top deck... 

 

Others, like Dexter - the solitary remaining member of Los Tapones De España in the 

museum - sought out zero gravity fun at the ship's axis… 

 



But unfortunately it made him feel bilious... 

 

"I can't tell up from down." His friend, Jorge – the only male member of Las Chicas de 

La Playas - cried out... 

 

Other users felt much the same way - even when they chose a startling orange 

background against which to float... 

 



But it was the Earplug Brothers who solved the nausea problem - simply by switching 

off the holographic 'scenery', and wearing magnetic boots... 

 

But Dexter wasn't about to allow his inner ear to defeat him. He had a brainwave, and 

introduced imagery with a visual equivalent of 'up' and a 'down'... 

 

And he chose an image of his home country too, which pleased Jorge - who said: "Now I 

feel much better. No more vomiting down the front of my shirt!" 



 

And, of course, it was all captured for posterity by the almost-famous TV reporter, 

Rupert Piles and his 3D camera! 

 

Rupert's camera went everywhere with him - except the bathroom of course... 

 



Rupert was determined that, although there was only one of him (and hundreds of 

ordinary people aboard Ship Number Fifteen) he wasn't going to miss a thing. He even 

nabbed the curators, Widderspoon Flange and Winston Gloryhole, as they took a quiet 

stroll. And he wasn't above making inflammatory remarks to get a 'scoop' picture 

either... 

 

"Hey, Winston," he called as he set his camera metaphorically 'rolling', "why don't you 

give Widderspoon a punch in the face? He deserves it. Everyone knows that he picks his 

nose; then blames you when the cleaners complain about nasty sticky lumps on the 

bottom of the dining table and on the shower curtain!" 

Magnuss and Hair-Trigger were just around the corner at the time; but neither of them 

heard Rupert's outrageous suggestion... 

 



This was because Hair-Trigger was not a happy female earplug - so she couldn't be 

bothered to listen. Instead she was being brutally honest with Magnuss: "I didn't want 

to mention my problem - in case you fell out of love with me." She began the 

explanation for her sombre mood. 

For the life of him, Magnuss couldn't imagine what could be so awful that he would stop 

adoring his inter-dimensional fellow traveller - unless she'd killed her mother with 

poison; stole from orphans; ate gob-stoppers whole; deliberately drew rude pictures on 

the wall of hospital elevators; or something equally ghastly and unexpected.  

"For the life of me I can't imagine what you might say that would make me fall out of 

love with you." He said. "I know you fart in your sleep: what could be worse than 

that?" 

"I'm claustrophobic." She confessed. "Despite being incredibly heroic in so many ways, 

I can't stand being cooped up aboard this damnedly miniscule craft." 

Magnuss looked at her as though she'd gone completely doo-lally, bonkers, or had 

flipped her lid. "But it's the biggest vessel ever screwed together by earplug-kind." He 

said in a confused tone. 

"I don't care." Hair-Trigger screamed. "It feels small to me. Get me out of this hell-hole 

- before I explode!" 

Desperation forced Magnuss' brain into overdrive. "Come with me." He said. 

A minute later a worried Magnuss led a desperate Hair-Trigger to the Observation 

Blister that was intended for only those of the stoutest constitution and rock-like 

disposition... 

 

 



"Oh, Magnuss where are we?" She asked with a sigh of wonder. 

 

Magnuss explained that the blister extended beyond the ship’s hull, and was almost 

entirely surrounded by nothing at all. "Those stars that I can see," she added with a 

gasp, "they're real? They're right out there - with just this thin skin of transparent 

material between us and certain death?" 

Given a choice, Magnuss wouldn't have put it quite that way. "Ah, yeah, you could say 

that, I guess." He replied. "But I bet you don't feel cooped up now: that's all of creation 

you can see out there. That’s infinity that is!" 

Three passing female earplugs paused to gaze in awe at Hair-Trigger's bravery and 

Magnuss' firm buttocks... 

 

"Wonderful." Hair-Trigger sighed. "I feel so much better out here - beyond the hull. 

How long before I contract cosmic background radiation poisoning?" 



 

"You won't." Magnuss replied cheerfully. "This futuristic material only allows visible 

light through. You can stay out here for the entire journey - if you want to. I can bring 

dinner or some sandwiches; and a bucket and wet-wipes for when you’re desperate!" 

"Lovely." Hair-Trigger replied. "But there's no need; I think I feel a touch of 

acrophobia coming on. It seems to me that infinity is an awfully long way to fall." 

So, with Hair-Trigger's claustrophobia under control, Magnuss decided that the former 

bounty hunter could allot time to spend sitting with her friends in front of a huge 

panoramic window that looked out onto the depths of space... 

 



On this occasion she shared some comfy lounge seats with Magnuss, Chester, and Agnes 

Lovehandles. Whilst they chatted animatedly about the symbiotic nature of deep-sea 

fishing and frilly underwear, they were approached by a young male earplug, whom, 

they assumed, was a waiter... 

 

But they were wrong. He was, in fact, a student who introduced himself to them as 

Yabu Suchs. 

"I am a huge fan of yours." Yabu told Magnuss. "I've studied all your exploits inside 

the Museum of Future Technology. And, quite frankly, I think it might result in a 

wonderful thesis for my university work. More than that, I think that you are a 

phenomenon; and my dad told me that if I don't become a phenomenon by the end of 

the year, no less, he is going to toss me out of the family hovel and cancel my college fees 

payment scheme. So, if it's all right with you, I would like to become your apprentice." 

 

Magnuss was impressed by Yabu Suchs' direct approach, despite the fact that Agnes' 

Plugmutt was playing rather close attention to the youngster's nose. Since four of the 

five Los Tapones De España had returned to the sunny costa, Magnuss felt that there 

was a dearth of up-and-coming hero-types in museum society, and he was grateful for 

the opportunity to nurture some potential talent. 



"Come and see me when we're all settled in on Mars." He said with a fatherly smile. 

"It's a dead world, so they tell me: but I reckon that together we should be able to liven 

it up a bit." 

A few days later Magnuss’ brother, Miles, volunteered to appear in a public safety 

video that warned of the dangers of driving whilst tired… 

 

He was required to negotiate a slalom course in a Mars Buggy whilst playing the role of 

a driver who had been perambulating across the surface of Mars for too many hours... 

 

The watching audience were thrilled by his acting skills... 



 

It was so thrilling, in fact, that several curators stopped sodding about and pretending 

that they were actually doing something useful, and watched the video on their huge 

screen... 

 

They particularly looked forward to the inevitable accident. And, when it happened, 

they weren't disappointed... 



 

It was a fabulously convincing prang. This was because Miles completely forgot that he 

was acting, and because he was utterly talentless behind the wheel of any vehicle, let 

alone the strange, narrow, and very tall Mars Buggy, he actually collided with the big 

black bollard entirely by accident... 

 

But it had been huge fun for everyone involved. 

Chapter 7 

Fortunately for Miles he was mostly unhurt by his convincing on-screen buggy crash, 

and so was able to attend the evening's Stupid Sombrero Party... 

 

...with all five Earplug Brothers performing their version of Los Caballeros Stupido... 



 

"Oh I wish I was there." Pinky Stinkerton said as he entered the curator's suite to join 

the others who were watching the party on CCTV... 

 

"But you're not that stupid." A surprised Pretty-Boy Plankton said. "If you were, I'd 

smash your face in." 

"True," Pinky agreed, “but can't you just feel that Latin rhythm? It’s so insidious." 

 



So, as the vast inter-planetary craft forged its path through the vacuum of space that 

separated the Museum of Future Technology from the Future Museum of Mars, life 

continued normally. Then, one day, without warning, the Control Room went to red 

alert… 

 

Initially the ship's main computer couldn't identify the threat. Then one of the more 

experienced crew members recognised the anomaly as a hyper-space rift opening... 

 

"Crikey," Captain Horatio Noseblower exclaimed questioningly, "what does that 

infer?" 

No one had the answer to the captain's question. And while everyone was looking down 

at their toes and fidgeting awkwardly, some strange lights appeared where the rift had 

been. No one was completely certain, but they appeared to be moving... 



 

"Strange lights off the starboard quarter!" The helmsplug reported in a shrill voice. 

Then it became obvious - even to the more myopic of the crew - that two objects were 

approaching directly from out of the blinding  sun... 

 

The helmsplug managed to control his squeaky voice box long enough to yell: "Two 

objects approaching directly out of the blinding sun, sir. This could indicate an attack 

formation." 



"Ye Gods!" The captain bellowed as the objects came closer and were positively 

identified as End Cap Attack Saucers - only painted white this time around… 

. 

 

Captain Noseblower uttered a monosyllabic word that began with the letter B, ended in 

M, and had U in it too. Worse still, more saucers had approached on Ship Number 

Fifteen's dark side. They rushed by the panoramic ceiling window... 

 

A sense of impending doom threatened to overwhelm the delicate psyches of the 

watching star gazers... 



 

One of the end cap passengers looked particularly glum: he'd recognised the end cap 

attack saucers as belonging to the much-feared Hyperspace Pirates! Then the first two 

attack saucers rushed inward at incredible speed... 

 

One of them launched what looked suspiciously like a proton torpedo… 

 

When the passengers saw that, they panicked - in an angry mob sort of way... 



 

And as the torpedo made its inexorable approach... 

 

...many passengers took to running blindly along corridors whilst screaming like a 

bunch of Hollywood extras – and it became necessary to illuminate emergency signage... 

 



It was just then that an experienced former end cap attack saucer engineer recalled the 

harmonic frequency that end caps used for their proton torpedoes.... 

 

...and he duly set to work adjusting the ship's defensive energy screens to combat it. 

This was just as well because it was a really big proton torpedo - and it was getting 

really close.... 

 

So close, in fact, that the curators hopped atop the console with Cushions again. Poor 

Sir Dodger couldn't though, because of his creaky knees and debilitating vertigo… 



 

 Just in time they huddled together for mutual support, because a moment later the 

torpedo crashed into the ship's unyielding screens... 

 

Only the screens weren't quite so unyielding as the end cap engineer had supposed. 

"Sod it!" He grumbled, as the panic-stricken passengers were shaken like heck... 
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…"I've always been useless at decimal points." He added. 

Worse still, the shaking received by the ship was enough to stall the neutrino drive. The 

lights, as it were, had effectively gone out... 

 

Also another nasty flaming hole had appeared in the outer hull where the torpedo had 

struck... 

 

Worse was to follow, when three saucers made a bold frontal attack... 



 

But this boldness might have been a tactical error. Because, by now, the crew had 

stopped pooping themselves, and were finally reacting in a more professional manner. 

The gunnery crew dusted down their only atomic cannon, and now mounted it at one of 

the especially adapted port holes... 

 

"Okay, boys," the sighter, Lance Corporal Cullen, shouted above the din of screaming 

passengers, over-excited claxons, and creaking hull supports, "we'll probably get just 

the one decent shot in - before they target our position and blast us to smithereens and 

scatter our entrails right across the Solar System. So make it count." 

Nervously, or so it might have appeared to anyone watching events unfold, the atomic 

cannon edged beyond the protective electromagnetic screen - into the vacuum of space - 

and slowly protruded through the makeshift shooting embrasure... 



 

"Up a bit." Lance Corporal Cullen instructed - whilst trembling hands guided the 

mighty weapon towards Cullen’s intended target... 

 

It would have been the easiest thing in the world for the gunnery crew to pretend that 

their gun was faulty or had a twisted flurbcriddler, deviant flange-wally, or something 

equally technically convincing; but they were braver than the average earplug; and 

when the sighter shouted: "Now! Fire! Give 'em hell.”... 

 



...they did just that... 

 

Twisting the shooting stick this way and that. Aiming at anything that Cullen could lay 

his gaze upon, the atomic cannon blasted for all it was worth… 

 

Abruptly a stream of ferocious atomic vortices streaked across the intervening space 

between Ship Number Fifteen and the attacking pirates... 

 



...tearing the lead vessel to pieces and reducing the others to blazing hulks. 

But there were still plenty more targets. Targets that would (once they'd recovered from 

the shock) turn their fury upon Ship Number Fifteen. "Again! Again!" Lance Corporal 

Cullen yelled. But it was no use: they’d not come prepared for battle. Despite the 

imminent danger, they were out of ammunition. Now all they could hope for was that 

the pirates decided to hang back in fear of the atomic cannon. "I'm really annoyed." 

Cullen said - or words to that effect.  

Meanwhile, in a moment of inspired timing, Rudi and Valentine had stopped off for a 

wee at the now familiar type of futuristic urinal... 

 

But when the hyperspace pirate’s proton torpedo had struck, everyone had fallen over... 

 



...and discovered that urine of many varieties was spilt over the pristine deck. This gave 

Rudi an idea...which he quickly passed on to Chester - just in case concussion made him 

forget it... 

 

Getting on the intercom to the Control Room, Rudi related his idea to the Captain. 

Captain Noseblower responded positively by despatching some end cap engineers to 

find the resident thimbles - Klapp and Klappometer Neutron... 

 

"You're our only hope." They told the thimbles, when they found them finally. "Please, 

tell us; do you have some illicit land mines hidden up your trouser legs?" 

It was a well-known fact that thimbles always kept at least a couple of explosive devices 

secreted upon their persons; but the end cap's greatest fear was that the ship's security 

forces might have confiscated them prior to lift off. But today the Saint of All Earplugs 

(and end caps too) smiled upon his believers. "Your only hope, you say?" Klapp 

responded. 



Then, without further ado, his wife and he did the business... 

 

"There you go." Klapp said. "Take care though: if handled roughly they blow up quite 

readily." 

Rudi's plan was  simplicity itself. Engineers would now transfer the ship's entire 

compliment of bodily wastes into a redundant torpedo tube. Into this vile mass of yuk 

and nastiness his crew would inject the thimble's land mines. Then, as the pirates 

renewed their attack, the order would be given to… But it was too late to explain his 

plan any further, because the pirates did renew their attack, and the Captain leapt 

aboard the scanner, and shouted: "Flush!"... 

 

Whether he was aware of the fact, or not, Captain Noseblower's timing had been as 

immaculate as Rudi’s visit to the toilet, because the release of the effluent coincided 

exactly with the pirate’s charge... 

 



Inside their airtight vessels, the end cap pirates cared precisely nothing for the ocean of 

filth that threatened to envelop their squadron. They were hardened hyperspace 

pirates: they knew that merely passing their ships through the rings of a gas giant 

would be sufficient to cleanse the outer hulls of their vessels - and that no one need ever 

know that they'd been within fifteen parsecs of earplug effluent. So, as a consequence of 

their blaisé indifference, they didn't bother scanning the approaching tide of waste 

material. This was their undoing. Aboard Ship Number Fifteen, Captain Noseblower 

couldn't bear to look as the alien craft rushed to attack, and quickly stepped away from 

the scanner… 

 

But Klapp and Klappometer could. They loved to watch the effects of their ordnance in 

action. They watched enthusiastically as the first landmine made contact with a pirate 

vessel hull. They continued to watch as the resulting explosion lit up nearby 

interplanetary space. ... 

 

And then everyone - even those who weren't looking - could see and feel multiple 

detonations... 
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Soon the panoramic window blazed brightly with incandescent flame as Ship Number 

Fifteen cruised through the zone of utter devastation... 

 

And even the Captain found the fortitude and inner strength to peer through his fingers 

– just in time to see the hyperdrive engine of a pirate saucer explode in a tumultuous 



venting of impossible energies that resulted in the destruction of the entire attacking 

squadron... 

 

As the vacuum of space quickly dampened the resulting fires - until they flickered into 

extinction - it was with smiles upon their faces that many of the spectating passengers 

turned away from their respective windows... 

 

"Golly, that was fun!" Magnuss said to Hair-Trigger. 

"Yes." Hair-Trigger agreed, "There's nothing quite like watching an entire space fleet 

blown to pieces in an exaltation of pyrotechnic splendour." 



With that statement, just about everyone agreed. And shortly after resuming their 

voyage to Mars, the huge holes in the side of futuristic Ship Number Fifteen began to 

heal themselves... 

 

Chapter 8 

Within a couple of days, Mars could be seen directly ahead... 

 



So it wasn't too long before the Museum of Future Technology’s Space Ark edged her 

way through the Red Planet's feeble equivalent of the Van Driver radiation belt... 

 

Then the vast vessel was delving into the Red Planet's miserly atmosphere... 

 

As she dragged Sir Dodger and the other curators towards the main viewer, Cushions 

Smethwyke yelled: "Quickly, you useless sods: from way up here we should be the first 

to sight the Future Museum of Mars!" 

The wafer thin air through which Ship Number Fifteen passed effortlessly allowed 

almost perfect viewing conditions; and before long... 



 

"There it is." Montagu screamed with unaccustomed biological android excitement. 

"All alone upon that god-forsaken plain of endless red soil and pulverised rock!" 

Then, as the ship continued to descend at an indecent pace, even the most myopic of 

observers could see the vast silver dome-like structure that - had more people known 

about it - would have been the envy of the world - or possibly the Solar System... 

 

"That is certainly a sight for sore eyes." Sir Dodger Muir stated. "I can’t wait to plant 

my feet firmly at their door. This space travel malarkey is totally overrated you know." 

"I hope we all have our own private toilets." Pinky Stinkerton said in response. "I 

haven't been at all since lift-off. Not once. And I’m feeling a tad bloated." 

Then the ship was sliding down a gentle trajectory that would provide a long, drawn-

out glide path so that many passengers would have ample opportunity to capture the 

scene for posterity - with either modern self-focussing cameras or internal memories: or 

make them really air-sick… 



 

A young, inexperienced crewman, Burton Plasticine - on his first off-world flight - 

watched the scene below through transparent floor panels with his recently acquired 

girlfriend, Gloria Beetroot... 

 

"Are you sure these panels are safe, Burton?" Gloria asked the young crewman. "My 

Mum always told me to never trust anything I could put a stiletto heel through.” 

With an eye on the unforgivingly monotonous topography, Burton thought Gloria’s 

mother might have a point… 

 



"You are wearing your fluffy space slippers, I hope?" He said nervously. 

Both of them found the seemingly endless vista of tilled planetary surface dull in the 

extreme. "That Frisby Mumph;" Gloria spat out the curator’s name like she'd 

swallowed a 'spiteful' pill, "he sure has ruined the natural look of Mars." 

"Some say that he is an industrious paragon of virtue, and a veritable genius behind the 

wheel of a terraformer." The young crewman said by way of defending the Future 

Museum of Mars only curator. 

"My Mum says he is a pain in the bum." The girl retorted - having quite gone off her 

new beau.   

Other passengers must have felt much the same way… 

 

But others had been quite fatalistic about the possibility of the ship crashing. They'd 

figured that if they couldn't see it happening, it probably wouldn't hurt as much. But 

they were relieved when the vast Ship Number Fifteen swept serenely above the Future 

Museum of Mars... 

 



The Earplug Brothers, too, were watching the landscape roll past - via the same 

transparent floor panels... 

 

Four of them were as keen as mustard; but Magnuss had endured his fill of excitement 

recently, and wondered if going to Mars might not be conducive to his continued good 

health. Then he spotted the massive building - a future monument to the skill of earplug 

labour, if ever he saw one - and changed his mind completely... 

 

"Cor," he said enthusiastically, "I can't wait to walk on the Martian surface. I might 

even drop my trousers and plant my naked buttocks upon the alien world - just to get a 

proper feel for the environment.” He then added a proviso: “Providing that no one can 

see me, of course." 



Hearing this hitherto disinterested passengers rushed to look out of any available 

window... 

 

This upset the vessel's trim slightly... 

 

...and Captain Noseblower grew alarmed enough to punch the Red Alert button... 

 



"Bugger!" He yelled. " Drat too. We're moving too fast to meet the docking point above 

the main foyer. Deploy the drogue anchor!" 

Moments later an enormous hook dropped from the ship to the ground below. With a 

level of tenacity that shook those watching, the hook dug deeply into the Martian soil – 

kicking up clouds of dust - and slowing the massive space vehicle's forward progress - to 

a veritable crawl... 

 

"What tenacity!" People would cry. “Level seventeen at least!” 

"I'm shaken!" Others would say. “And a little stirred too. Like a Martini.” 

Also: "Gosh, how deep into the Martian soil that sky hook dug!"  

And: “Cough-cough. I know it’s psychosomatic, but I swear that resulting dust is 

clogging my lungs!” 

In fact the ship was slowed so much that it took no more than a deft twist of the 

helmsplug’s right elbow to have it headed into the perfect position to dock with the 

alternative entry portal.  

"Retract the drogue." Noseblower commanded… 



 

In an instant Ship Number Fifteen was free once more to navigate…er…freely... 

 

...and to lower itself upon anti-gravity repelling beams onto the landing pad. Ship 

Number Fifteen had landed upon Mars… 



 

Inside the ship, some of the wealthier passengers - those who could afford a cabin with 

its own scanner - applauded loudly... 

 

...then fell silent as they regarded the Martian imposing landscape outside... 



 

Whilst those in the cheap seats, made do with looking at Mars through a side window... 

 

Elsewhere, the curators were trying to open the air lock that would allow them ingress 

to the Future Museum of Mars' main foyer... 

 



But not one of them could remember the combination number, and no one inside the 

museum would answer the insistent buzzer. 

Meanwhile, those wealthier (and therefore more intelligent) passengers had discovered 

a brightly lit service tunnel... 

 

But sadly it led only to a force field that denied them entry and threatened to catapult 

them, head over heels, back along the tunnel. One of them was Plopper O'Hooligan's 

love interest, Fancy Flanagan… 

 

"Drat." She said. "I simply cannot believe that earplugs as wealthy and intelligent as us 

are being denied entry to a silly little foyer upon an alien world!" 

But denied they were, and soon Sir Dodger Muir was trying his undoubted charm upon 

the auto-lock mechanism... 



 

"Now come along, old chap," he said with his wonderful 'actor's' voice, "let's not be 

silly about this. We really need to come inside – and we’d rather like to do it now, if you 

don’t mind. It's not like we haven't been invited and all that. Tell you what; if you open 

up, I'll give you a big kiss; a signed autobiography that I wrote all by myself; and a 

lengthy anecdote about my days as a Hollywood superstar. 

This offer seemed to have a detrimental effect, because suddenly security lights began 

flashing and sirens wailed loudly. Fancy screamed, and the other rich earplugs backed 

away as quickly as decorum allowed… 

 

Well if the passengers of Ship Number Fifteen had endured an arduous trip across 

space, merely to look with joy at the surface of Mars from within the steel walls of their 

vessel, all would have been well; but they hadn't: they wanted in. So the curators had to 



think of something else; and think quickly. Of course, if they'd been thinking clearly 

they would have realised that the sole curator of the Martian edifice had been alone for 

a very long time, and as a consequence of this, he was probably sitting nervously upon a 

toilet and fretting - whilst they stood there and scowled furiously. But fortunately, after 

casting her mind back to an earlier ‘trouble’ in the Museum of Future Technology, 

Cushions had an idea: "You," she said, when she found Nature Beast... 

 

..."were created by the Museum of Future Technology's artificial intelligence to solve a 

particular situation." 

"Nature Beast remember." The grotesque facsimile of an earplug replied. "Why you 

mention this now?" 

Cushions continued: "You were cobblers at it. Useless. So you're going to make up for 

your miserable failure, by doing something worthwhile here instead.” 

Cushions then pointed at the rubber bung that stood beside Nature Beast. She said: 

"And you can come along – if only to provide moral support, or to drag his inert 

carcass back to the ship." 

Returning to the ante-foyer… 

 



...Cushions explained the problem to Nature Beast. She instructed him to use all of his 

obstinacy and belligerence and powers of anti-technology, to bludgeon his way through 

the force field, and when he’d made it to the other side, he should then switch it off. 

Well, naturally, Nature Beast was all for it. He couldn't wait. He hadn't had a single 

thing to do for days. He'd tried chatting up girls, but they were generally repulsed by 

his natural odour. He’d also tried roasting potatoes, but to no avail because he couldn’t 

get the oven lit. So he acquiesced to Cushions' demand instantaneously. 

"We have cake afterwards?" He asked hopefully. 

"No!" Cushion's response came fast and adamant. 

"Okay." Nature Beast grunted, whilst shrugging his fearsome shoulders, "Was worth 

asking. Nature Beast like cake." 

Shortly after that Nature Beast's obstinacy and belligerence and anti-technological 

DNA allowed him to force aside and deflect the waves of electro-magnetic energy that 

sought to thwart his forward progress, by re-channelling them between the cheeks of his 

butt - into the massive bulk of the planetary core. The result was that he and his rubber 

bung chum soon found themselves on the inside of the force field…  

 

Their arrival coincided with Frisby Mumph exiting the loo and finding his way to the 

foyer. So, on the opposite side of the entrance, a door opened and a ramp descended into 

the airlock... 



 

"Apologies for my tardiness.” Mumph spoke regretfully. “I’m not used to having 

visitors. I was just in the loo – tarting up my smelly armpits with a wet-wipe. Now if 

you'd care to follow me," he invited the expectant crowd to enter with a beckon, “but 

watch the step; the damned thing’s caught me out more than once. And my knees still 

have the bruises to show for it.” 

An hour and a half later... 

 

...the last of Ship Number Fifteen's passengers and crew entered the Future Museum of 

Mars… 



 

The End 
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